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Agenda

1. Review fundamentals of Blockchain technology for Incident 
Responders

2. Show examples of blockchain based technology projects such as 
Smart Contracts. 

3. Discuss impacts a few blockchain examples has on incident 
management.

4. Speculate how the technology may affect the future workload of 
Incident Responders and Coordination Centers.



Key Blockchain Technology Terms

Blockchain Networks – Public 
(Decentralized) and Private 
Ledger Systems

Cryptocurrencies – Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, Solana,  Algorand

Wallets – Solutions to manage 
various Public Key, Private Key 
pairs, identity addresses, and 
user interactions

Layer 2 – Networks on top of 
blockchain that enable 
‘Payment’ (and other) services. 
Example: Lightning

Smart Contracts – Executable 
code running on Blockchains

Web3 - Decentralized 
Applications (dAPPs) running 
on Smart Contracts and other 
technology



‘Smart Contract’ Definition

• Terms of agreement in Code
• The code can be automatically triggered by signed 

blockchain transactions
• Used to govern transfer of digital currency, tokens, assets, 

control access to data (such as music) or other 
information. 

• Smart contracts are computer programs. (They are more 
like legal ‘agreements’ until their enforcement is 
litigated/clarified…)

Sources:
- De Filippi, Primavera De Filippi. "Blockchain and the Law." Blockchain and the Law. Harvard University Press, 2018.. Chapter 4 Smart Contracts as Legal Contracts
- Antonopoulos, Andreas M., and Gavin Wood. Mastering ethereum: building smart contracts and dapps. O'reilly Media, 2018.



Approaching Incident Response for 
Blockchain related Activity

•Primary Focus: How might traditional Incident 
Response teams deal with Blockchain related issues?

• Second but related: How do teams respond to Attacks on 
blockchain networks, software, users, applications, etc. ?



What happens when an IR team runs into a Blockchain?

The next few slide show some examples of incidents involving 
blockchains.

For each example, please ask yourself:
• How might your team respond?
• What skills would your team need to have to do so?
• What contacts or relationships would you want & with who(m)?
• If you need specialized help or support, would you know who to call?
• Could you collect the right data?
• Would you be able to analyze the data you collect?
• Would your stakeholders be able to understand what you are doing and why ?



Your organization decides to experiment with an 
NFT project to attract and retain customers.

Source: McDowell, Maghan, Nike ‘Nike and Rtfkt take on digital fashion with first “Cryptokick” sneaker’, Vogue Business, April 23, 2022

Photo: Rtfkt x Nike



Quick Technical Primer for an NFT System
Note: your organization is the NFT Owner/Creator in this example. (User-Side)

Source: Wang, Qin, et al. "Non-fungible token (NFT): Overview, evaluation, opportunities and challenges." arXiv preprint arXiv:2105.07447 (2021).

Steps
1. Create, Test

2. Launch, Deploy
(compile & publish your 
contract)

3. Mint tokens and 
distribute them

4. Operate 
(Users Buy and Sell 
your tokens)



The org. puts the NFT on the Ethereum Blockchain

Organizations are using Digital Assets as advertising to attract & retain customers

(Fortune Magazine)

Sources: 
- Image: https://cdn.cnn.com/cnnnext/dam/assets/211028094602-mcdonalds-mcrib-nft-exlarge-169.jpg
- Morrow, Allison, ”There's now a McRib NFT and what are we even doing anymore?”, CNN Business, October 28, 2021
- McCoy, Elin, “Winemakers are dropping wine NFTs to attract new consumers”, Bloomberg, April 25, 2022
- Strickland, Derek, “Adidas makes $23 million on first NFTs: 'This is just the beginning’”, Tweaktown, December 19, 2021
- Bowler, Hannah, “Pepsi marketing boss ‘bullish’ on the future of NFTs”, The Drum News, March 31, 2022



The Launch - Example Incident #1
• A user sends the Smart Contract for the NFT a deposit of 0.000069 

ETH ($0.20 USD)
• The user includes additional data with their transaction (allowed by 

the protocol)
• Result “[The NFT Smart Contract] allowed someone completely 

unaffiliated with the project to send [it] offensive language, which is 
stored on the blockchain publicly.”

Sources: 
- Gottsegen, Will and Thurman, Andrew, , “McDonald’s McRib 

NFT Project Links to Racial Slur Recorded on Blockchain”, 
December 10, 2021



Could you respond?

• Technical Response – can you diagnose the 
problem?

• Understand the Decision Choices?
• Unable to remove the comments as you can 

with a company run website
• Even if you could, Decentralized clients means 

thousands of copies
• Users can choose not to update their chains

• What would your procedures be?
• Social Responses?

• to customers
• Updates to Stakeholders?

• Smart Contract Analysis?
• Implications of Replacing the Smart 

Contract?

Source:  Sloane, Garret, ”McDonald's NFT troll highlights metaverse risks for marketers”, AdAge, December 15, 2021



Here are Launches with “different complications”

Source:  Manoylov, MK, “TIME magazine's NFT collection sells out in one minute, bot activity suggested”, The Block Crypto September 23, 2021

• Target users unable to 
claim any items
• What protections could 

have been put in place 
to prevent the 
automated claims?
• How to respond now?

• Manually review all 
logs, make 
determinations/guesses 
as to who is a bot and 
who is not?

• New skills needed?



Post Launch Challenges – Incident #2
You make it through the launch but new complications emerge
• After 2 months, a new DAO project decides to Airdrop new coins to all of the 

Wallets that hold one of your NFTs.
• DAOs are Decentralized Autonomous Organizations; groups of affiliated users and developers 

without a required central authority (in theory)
• Airdrops distribute new ‘free’ tokens of their own project to your token holders

• Your Users/Fans connect their wallets to a Smart Contract to ‘claim’ the drop
• Reasons why people giveaway some NFTs for free: Marketing, Engage with 

’power users’, or Signaling/Influence, increase attention for their project

Source:  Locke, Taylor, “Crypto projects are increasingly airdropping free tokens—but investors should be cautious”, CNBC, January 4, 2022



Variations on Phishing / Social Engineering
• Attackers impersonated developers for the 

Airdrop on the team’s Discord 
• The attackers sent a fake ‘claim’ link which 

turned out to compromise wallets that 
connected to it.
• Some of your NFT customers fell victim to 

the Airdrop scam. 
• Attackers transferred the NFTs out of your 

customers’ wallets.
An excerpt from an airdrop scam post on a discord 
server. 

Source: de Candia, Alfredo, “Identifying Uniswap
Impersonating Scams on Discord: A Checklist”, Hackernoon, 
March 25, 2021 



Are you able to respond?

• What are your Policies for such situations? 
• Communications, Contact Lists?
• Digital Forensics, Blockchain Analysis, Funds Tracking?
• Customer Relations?
• Who is the adversary, what intelligence do you have on them?
• What data sources are you using?
• Can you access the blockchain data? - Do you have the infrastructure 

& tools & skills to perform the analysis?
• How long will it take to get spun up?



Threat Actors are motivated and active

Source: DHS CISA, USDOT, FBI, “ TraderTraitor: North Korean State-Sponsored APT Target Blockchain Companies”, Joint  Cybersecurity Advisory Alert, April 20, 2022



Other Coordination Challenges?
• Decentralized Coordination of Bugs = 

Major Challenge
• Insider Activity
• Market Manipulation (Wash Trading, etc.)
• Security Bugs in Smart Contracts, Client 

Software
• Governance (Voting) Protocol 

Manipulations
• Security flaws in off-chain marketplaces 

(such as those for buying and selling NFTs)
Böhme, Rainer, et al. "Responsible vulnerability 
disclosure in cryptocurrencies." Communications of 
the ACM 63.10 (2020): 62-71.



But if we are not launching NFTs
can we just turn it off like P2P filesharing?

Prediction: No
Organizations pursing activities involving the underlying technology as well



Orgs. are exploring Digital Assets fundraising, payments, and new business models

Sources: 
- Reyburn, Scott, “Museums Are Cashing In on NFTs”, The New York Times, March 25, 2022
- Patel, Neil, “Starbucks is Mixing Coffee With Crypto”, The Motley Fool, November 10, 2021
- Reuters, “Mastercard expands cryptocurrency payments, meaning loyalty points could be swapped for 

Bitcoin”, Euronews, Reuters, October 25, 2021
- Redman, Jamie, “Mozilla to Reinstate Crypto Donations — Organization Will Not Accept Proof-of-Work 

Cryptocurrencies”,  April 13, 2022



And not just for currency but other business related tasks as well

And Blockchain Projects Beyond Payments

Sources: 
- Chen, Peter and Hasan, Aziz, “The Future of Crowdfunding Creative Projects”, Kickstarter Blog, December 08, 2021
- “Honeywell Uses Blockchain To Digitize Aircraft Records, Parts Pedigree Data”, Honeywell Press Release,  August 4, 2020



Not to mention new market entrants with blockchain based solutions

Source: https://propy.com/browse/

Source: https://burstiq.com/ Source: http://www.mediachain.io/

Source: https://xage.com/



“Helium – Venture Capital Con Job or Viable Business ?”

The future isn’t entirely clear 

Sources: Ferro, Greg, ““Helium – Venture Capital Con Job or Viable Business ?”, June 20, 2019

Image Source: https://www.helium.com/



Remediations?



Remediation: Awareness, Training, 
Experience, Tools, Processes
• Knowledge of how things work 

such as:
• Tornado Cash
• Lightning Network
• Exchanges

• Skills Acquisition
• Smart Contract Development
• Offensive Security for Blockchain
• Link Analysis (Pseudo anonymity)
• Decentralized Network Technology
• DAOs, Discord

• Blockchain Forensic Analysis
• Fund Tracking & Analysis Tools 

(Analytics)
• Chainalysis, and others

• Blockchain Threat Data Sources
• Smart Contract Code Auditing & Testing 

Tools
• Bytecode analysis tools
• Code Templates

• OpenZeppellin and others

• Many more …



General Blockchain Technical Skills 
(to have or be able to call up)
• Be able to interact with Public Blockchains

• Could be via API, or running a node
• Be familiar with the types of data available on various public Blockchain 

Networks and Host Logs
• Understand different Network protocols for performing Peer Discovery and 

communication
• Examples include “Eclipse” attacks (surround a node) and many more

• Be able to access, read, and interact with a public Smart Contract
• Knowledge of social and economic attacks on crypto ecosystems and users

• Phishing scams, frauds, rug-pulls, impersonation, key theft, and more 
• Blockchain Threat Intelligence and News

• Such as https://newsletter.blockthreat.io/



Analysis can help with investigations

Link analysis can help discover NFT Wash 
Trading and other market manipulation

Source: Greenberg, Andy,  “The DOJ’s $3.6B Bitcoin Seizure Shows How Hard It Is to Launder 
Crypto”, Wired, February 9, 2022

Source: Chainalysis Team, “Crime and NFTs: Chainalysis Detects Significant Wash Trading and 
Some NFT Money Laundering In this Emerging Asset Class “, February 2, 2022



More Advanced

• Be able to write, deploy, and/or analyze a Smart Contract
• Have knowledge of types of attacks on smart contracts (e.g. 

reentrancy), secure coding best practices and tools
• Flash Loans, Price Manipulations 
• Client code analysis
• Wallet software analysis
• Crypto related Malware analysis (key theft, cryptojacking, etc.)



Speculation on future impacts
Increases in different contexts leads to a need for more specialized Defender skills

Evolution of Blockchains – DAOs for Research Centers
New combinations of internet services and Blockchains such as “The Metaverse”
What if it turns out to be more like email than P2P filesharing for Incident Responders?



One example: Metaverse may mean new types of 
incidents and outages

• Otherside metaverse project
• Increased transaction volumes 

strain the network
• Increases transaction fees (”Gas)
• Users can lose low fee estimates 

outright
• Many project supporters and 

general Ethereum network users 
upset as well.
• Attempts to return funds to 

community members who lost 
out

Sources:
• Parkhouse, Arthur, ‘Bored Ape Yacht Club Launches Its Metaverse "Otherside”’,  April 25, 2022
• Garga.eth [@CryptoGarga] (2022, May, 1). Needless to say tonight didn't go how anyone wanted it 

to….[Tweet]. Twitter. https://twitter.com/CryptoGarga/status/1520629889359089665



Source: Rubio-Licht, Nat, “Bored Ape Yacht Club's Instagram was hacked, leading to the theft of millions of dollars of NFTs”, Protocol, April 25, 2022 



Closing Remarks

• Increase activity for Crypto, Smart 
Contracts, and other Blockchain
• Incidents with blockchain and smart 

contracts require new approaches
• Threat actors are motivated and 

active
• Increased Coordination Challenges
• Metaverse brings additional 

incidents and types
• Can not ignore it or turn it off

Source: Bernard, Tara Siegel, “Fidelity’s New 401(k) Offering Will Invest in Bitcoin”, The New York Times, April 26, 2022



End



Appendix



Blockchain Network(s)

https://livebook.manning.com/book/grokking-bitcoin/chapter-8/6



Ecosystem Overview

https://preshing.com/20140127/what-is-a-bitcoin-really/

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Overview-of-Ethereum-
Blockchain_fig1_337005478



Another Smart Contract Example: Polygon pays $2M bounty on 
bug which could have compromised $850M in user funds 

Probably from "using someone else’s code and not having a 100% 
understanding of what it does." 

https://cointelegraph.com/news/polygon-pays-2m-bounty-on-bug-which-could-have-compromised-850m-in-user-funds

October 22, 2021



What is inside of a “Block”? 
contains transactions (transfer BCH from one address to another) 
Block #657287

https://explorer.bitcoin.com/bch/block/000000000000000000d0102fbaed12406289b4d858763abff4203a2e2085cc8b



Blockchain – A public distributed ledger of transaction history. It is 
copied onto many different network nodes.

https://www.euromoney.com/learning/blockchain-explained/how-transactions-get-into-the-blockchain



Wallets – Hold user addresses, hold keys to send / receive coins / 
tokens, fetch/calculate balances. Some have multiple parties.

https://101blockchains.com/types-of-crypto-wallets/

https://blockgeeks.com/guides/cryptocurrency-wallet-guide/

“Wallets”



Smart Contract 
Example Code

Build your own coin or 
Token
• sendCoin (sender, 

receiver, amt)
• getBalance(addr)
• The Ethereum 

Blockchain will record 
all issuances, all sends, 
and all receives

https://trufflesuite.com/boxes/metacoin/index.html



Examples of Blockchain Organizations

• Exchanges – Organizations that exchange Crypto for other 
currency (either other crypto or “fiat”)
•DAOs & Governance – Distributed Autonomous 

Organizations. Use blockchain technology to raise funds, 
facilitate decisions via voting.
•Decentralized Exchanges (DEX) – Exchanges without a 

centralized organizational presence, often via Smart 
Contract
•Miners – Nodes/Organizations that validate transactions to 

earn cryptocurrency rewards



Other Terms

• Tornado Cash – a mixer for hiding stolen coins
• Lightning Network – A sub-network that sits on top of the Bitcoin 

network to make payments faster (Layer 2) but still have some 
amount of verification/validation assurances.
• Exchanges – Places to sell Crypto for Fiat, cash (or other crypto)
• Chainalysis, and others – Organizations and tools for performing 

analysis
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An unexpected prompt to updates the software for security reasons triggers a backdoor opening. Rather than 
pinging official Electrum servers, it’s rerouted to the hacker’s servers, which allows access to the user’s wallet.

Sources:
https://bitcoinist.com/this-ongoing-bitcoin-wallet-hack-has-stolen-22-million-in-btc/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/51-attack-bleeds-more-than-5m-from-ethereum-classic

Other Incident Examples:
Humans are usually easier to attack than hash power

https://bitcoinist.com/this-ongoing-bitcoin-wallet-hack-has-stolen-22-million-in-btc/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/51-attack-bleeds-more-than-5m-from-ethereum-classic


Questions

1. Introduction - What might be the impact of crypto on IR?
2. InfoSec news from the crypto world – present examples of IR and 

crypto related problems
3. Make parallels to impacts of other decentralized technologies on IR.
4. Challenges - Talk about challenges of applying IR to crypto today
5. Future Questions - Pose questions about the future



Source: https://www.bitpanda.com/academy/en/lessons/what-is-bitcoin-mining-and-how-does-mining-work/



Is it “decentralized”?

• “The campaign believes that about 50 key miners, crypto exchanges 
and core developers have the power to change Bitcoin’s code.”



Will you need to use all of these? Or even know what they all are?



The Address is used to write entries into the Ledger
(Send / Receive)

Here is the transaction of someone using the key to steal the bitcoins. (Now worth over $100)…
https://www.blockchain.com/btc/tx/c92ad3cb375aca80e8b2b740f24130a52d6fdfb24b3effa5b3f97abb99a84393

https://www.blockchain.com/btc/tx/c92ad3cb375aca80e8b2b740f24130a52d6fdfb24b3effa5b3f97abb99a84393

